
Census Data & Choropleths 
Mapping Rural Land Use of the Great Plains  

Introduction
Historical census data are among the richest sources of social and environmental 

information available for HGIS. Until recently, its greatest limitation has been the cost- and 
labor-intensive process of transcribing printed materials and translating disparate formats to 
modern, GIS ready databases. Over the last ten years, governmental and academic 
institutions have released detailed digitized census archives dating to the 18th century (and 
earlier) in an number of geographic locations in the US and many other countries. In this 
exercise, you will use historical agricultural census data to examine census attribute 
information and produce choropleth maps of the southern portion of the great plains.  
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Choropleth Maps 
Choropleth maps are among the most popular maps employed today (and are also some of 
the most abused). This is likely because people tend to think of themselves in spaces defined 
by administrative boundaries (states/provinces/countries), which in this context we can call 
enumeration units. According to cartographic convention, choropleths must: 

1. Be divided according to enumeration units
2. Show ratios/proportions/rates etc. (data normalized over space)
3. Be able to measure the mapped theme anywhere on its surface

One does not have to employ choropleths, however. Other thematic mapping styles offer 
appropriate, visually clear data visualizations. Dot density maps are simple and intuitive 
methods of showing clustered/raw data. (caution: they should always be mapped on equal 
area projections)/ Graduated or Proportional Symbol maps are also used to display raw 
data. As opposed to dot density maps, it is visually easier to estimate relative magnitude of a 
phenomenon with proportional symbols.    

Instructions:

Today, we will explore the use of census data to produce correct and incorrect choropleth visualizations using 
data from Geoff Cunfer's analysis of land use on the southern Plains. This dataset is associated with the ESRI 
publication Placing History (2008), which was itself drawn from the Inter-university Consortium for Political and 
Social Research (ICPSR) "Great Plains Population and Environment Data Series."

1. Create a new folder entitled "Week 7" on your computer. Go to the shared Google Drive 
folder for Week 7. Download and save the files to your computer.  If you haven't already, you 
should bookmark the site. https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B5F--
ticb5UAeHEyeVMxb0tZaHc?usp=sharing 

2. Open QGIS. The county boundaries are likely familiar, but if you'd like, feel free to load a 
web base layer. Import the 1880.shp shapefile. 
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3. The shapefile includes county level data for 3 states and one territory. Use the 
"identify features tool to determine which state is lacking data. Why do you 
suppose this is?

4. Right now, your map is uniformly shaded the same color. We can change the symbology of 
the map to a choropleth visualization. We know that at least one of the criteria for 
choropleths has already been met. This map has enumeration units (in this case, county 
boundaries). Let's proceed from there.

5. The first step when dealing with census data (or really any data you are trying to visualize) 
is to look at the attribute table. Right click 1880 and open the table. What do you see?

6. Two important categories that may not be immediately recognizable to you are the first 
column “GISJOIN” and the 4th column “UNFIPS.” Although it isn’t apparent from the 
shapefile shared in the Google Drive, census data often does not arrive tied to county or state 
shapefiles (its just a spreadsheet). Census data in tabular formats need to be 
“joined” (sometimes called concatenated) to georeferenced administrative polygons (called 
“boundary files). The column “GISJOIN” contains numbers that refer to counties in a system 
employed by the National Historical GIS (NHGIS). To link the census table with its 
boundary files, you would use this “join field,” since linking tables requires at least one 
column with similar information. “UNFIPS” is another join field, this one assigned by the US 
federal government and employed in modern census data (since 1970). This attribute table, in 
other words, give you two options to join data. (We will work more with joins later in the 
semester) 
        
7. What are the other categories? “Name” refers to county (also an alternate spelling under 
“NHGISNAM”). STATENAM is state name, etc. Year is the year of the ag census and AREA is 
in km squared. What would you assume the other categorizes mean?

8. Each of these categories lists the area devoted to a given crop in that county in 1880. How 
can you determine this based on the data in the table? It is important at this point to 
acknowledge that this is raw data. Most crop data are NOT rates or percentages or a portion 
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of total acreage. In other words, they are not normalized data. There are two exceptions and 
we will deal with them shortly. How should we visualize raw data like this?
 
Right click 1880 and open properties. Look to the left hand side of the window. Select "style." 

9.  The default symbology option for your polygon is "single symbol." 
You can play around with the symbology, but the 
changes you make will apply equally to all of 
your data. Single symbol simply means that all of 
your data will be "styled" the same way. Go 
ahead and change the color of your map to see 
what a change to “single symbol” styling does. 

10. In what contexts might it be useful to 
maintain this type of single symbol styling (hint - 
think about the maps you’ve produced so far…)

11. Let’s try styling a different set of attributes. 
What if we want to visualize the different states 
and give them a different color? The attribute 
table lists states associated with each county. 
Rather than single symbol, this time choose “categorized.

12. Click on the down arrow to the right of"single symbol" and select "categorized." 

13. Categorized means that the attribute 
features in the layer will be shown in 
different shades of a color based on 
unique values in an attribute field. The 
column we are interested in 
“categorizing” is our STATENAM 
column. Under “column” select 
STATENAM. Click the “classify.” This 
populates the central box with the State 
name values. You’ll notice that the first 
box is empty. This is the area in what is 
now Oklahoma. You can either uncheck 
the box, leave it be, or type in Oklahoma (for the legend if you make one. Click Ok.
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14. Your map now shows different colors 
for different states. Importantly, if you 
click the dropdown arrow in the “layers” 
toolbar, you will note that your new 
classifications are listed as well. You can 
use this as your legend until you produce 
a map.  

15. This is a relatively simple, 
straightforward classification. Are there 
any other attribute categories that would 
work well? Why would individual crops 
be poor choices for these categorized 
views? Why might PctCorn be a poor 
choice? Which would be the best option 
then?

16. If we categorized an individual crop 
like corn, what would we get? Initially, we would 
get a random assortment of colors with a huge 
assortment of classified values. Since the attribute 
table lists total acreage devoted to corn, every 
different area amount has to be accounted for. We 
can apply SOME order to this chaos by applying 
a color ramp. One could visualize the increasing 
amount of corn acreage somewhat effectively this 
way. Why is this still a problematic approach to 
choropleth mapping?  

17. Two reasons. It gives the false impression that 
a lot of corn is produced in the western counties (there isn’t, they are just BIGGER 
COUNTIES). If you look at the layer tab’s drop down menu, you’ll note how many different 
values this map is showing. This is unclassified raw data. The legend is unwieldy and the 
map doesn’t give us a real sense of the relative intensity of corn production between counties. 
What’s left?  

18. PctCorn2 is likely our best bet. Why? Its percentage data. Large counties (with relatively 
small amounts of corn) aren’t disproportionately represented. The values have now been 
rounded to the nearest 10th of a percentage. In other words, they are normalized, making the 
differences more stark and the legend more manageable. Perhaps the result is less dramatic, 
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but one could argue that it is much more accurate. After all, only one county in Kansas has 
40% of its land area dedicated to corn production, but that county could never be identified 
in the former map.

18. One doesn’t need to rely on an attribute table having a ready made, classified data 
category like PctCorn2. QGIS will do this for you. Lets explore a third styling option. 
“Graduated.”

19. Graduated styling is useful when you want to do your own classification of data. By 
classifying, I mean statistically organizing (or grouping) your data. We already know that 
raw data is not ideal for choropleth mapping, so lets examine our last column, PctCorn. This 
gives us the amount of acreage dedicated to corn. It is normalized to area, so it is ideal for 
choropleths. 

20. Return to the properties dialogue for 1880 and select “graduated.”

**A NOTE ON CLASSIFICATION** 
In general, you want to classify data on choropleth maps to give an accurate representation of 
the theme you are describing. This means the type of classification you choose depends on 
your data, and 
depends on the 
purpose of the map. 
That said, in general, 
you want to “group” 
similar phenomena 
together and 
maximize the 
difference between 
different phenomena. 
This will make your 
map more legible. 

There are a number of 
different explanations 
about how and why to 
choose the 
classification you do. 
One of my favorites 
comes from 
indiemapper (right). 
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21. So how can we use this information in QGIS? 
Under column, select PctCorn. Select a 
suitable color ramp to show gradual change 
in intensity of corn production. Change the 
number of classes to 5. Generally, you don’t 
want to have a choropleth with less than 3 or more than 7 classes. 
The default classification scheme is equal interval. Notice how the values are distributed so 
that an equal amount of values are distributed to each category? Is this the appropriate 
classification scheme? In order to find out, let's look at the histogram.

22. Click the histogram tab and click "load values" on the next tab. Equal interval captures 
much of the first "bin" of information, but it tends to split up the outliers. 

23. You can also select "show mean value" or "show standard deviation." This may give you a 
sense of how appropriate the standard deviation model may be. Go ahead and switch your 
classification scheme to "standard deviation. Does this represent your data more effectively?
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24. Now experiment with Natural Breaks (Jenks), Quantile (number of values in each class 
are the same), and Pretty Breaks ("pretty" meaning the values are 
round numbers). You can change the data classification options by 
clicking the “classes” tab. Of these options, which do you think 
best displays your data? Why?

25. Feel free to explore the "layer rendering" options at the bottom of the Layer Properties 
window. If you're using a base map, you can "blend" your layers together (rather than simply 
changing transparency. 

26. Now that we've explored the potential for using census data to produce choropleth maps 
according to various classifications, let's return to Cunfer's primary concern in his On the 
Great Plains: the amount of land that is (or isn't) cultivated. If you look at the attribute table 
for your 1880 layer again, there is no column that lists the percentage of land in cultivation or 
percentage of land that was unplowed (its inverse). We DO have a column for total acreage 
and we do have columns that lists acreage of individual crops. We need to create a new 
column that normalizes total cultivated acreage to total area. (i.e., the sum of all crop acreage 
= total cultivated acreage/area). Its important to note that we are making two big 
assumptions here. 1. that there were no other land uses that would have "plowed up" land 
area (others crops/roads/cities) 2. that our units are the same (Area = km2 and Corn = 
hectares or mi2, this wouldn't work). We could check this by returning to the metadata.

27. We want to make a column that will allow us to map the 
percentage of cultivated land. To do this, we will have to edit 
our attribute table. Find the pencil "edit" tool in the upper left 
of the attribute table window. Next, select "new field" on the 
same toolbar. Here, you need to give your new column a 
name "PctCult" (percent cultivated), ignore comment, make 
sure the type is "Decimal number (real)." This is important because it 
will determine whether your results will be integers (i.e whole 
numbers), text (like state names), or date. Length refers to the total number of digits, 
precision refers to the total number of decimals. Make length 10, precision 2.  
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28. Next we need to calculate the percentage of cultivated acreage. To do this, click the 
field calculator icon on the upper toolbar. 

29. The field calculator in QGIS is a very robust multitool, but today we will be focusing on a 
few key features. First, make sure to uncheck the box "create new field." We have already 
done this when we made the PctCult column, though alternatively, that could be done in this 
window. The "update existing field" box should automatically be checked. Next, make sure 
that "PctCult" is the field you are updating using the dropdown menu below. Look to the 
middle panel. You will see a number of different options for inputs into your "calculator." We 
are interested in adding the values of all of our cultivated acreage together. Click on "Fields 
and Values and you will see a dropdown menu of all of your field options. Create an 
equation that adds all of your cultivated acreage together and then divide that number by 
your AREA field. (see below). Click OK. Save your edits.

30. You now have another column that: 1. Is divided according to enumeration units 2. shows 
ratios/proportions/rates etc. (data normalized over space) 3. measures a mapped theme 
anywhere on its surface. Go ahead and choose an appropriate classification for this new 
column and build a new choropleth map that shows the extent of cultivated lands in the 
southern plains. 

31. To show change over time, add a new column to two other years (I'm adding several 
options). Create a similar choropleth map for both. 
Post the three maps to the blog and note any key changes you 
observe between the years you've identified.   
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